
      
BASIC RACER INFO FOR THE 2024 WORLD FIGURE 8 TOUR EVENT 

Tuesday February 27th & Wednesday February 28th 
 

Pit Pass 
➢ $15 Tuesday night for open practice 

from 5-9pm 
➢ $40 Wednesday 
➢ $50 for Tuesday & Wednesday 
➢ Race haulers may remain in the pit 

area overnight 
 
Tires 

➢ American Racer 955 new or used 
(same tire at all 3 tracks) 

➢ Available for purchase at the track 
for $660 total (mounting is extra) 

➢ No soaking, treating or chemically 
altering of tires PERIOD 

➢ Top qualifiers and finishers plus any 
other car of our choosing will be 
held for tire inspection 

➢ Tires can be checked at ANY time 
during the event 

 
Format 

➢ Qualifying 
➢ There will be 4 heat races with 

drivers spread evenly across those 
races with each heat having a 4 car 
inversion from qualifying times 

➢ The top 5 finishers from each heat 
will transfer directly to the feature 

➢ Transfer spot cars will get their 
qualifying time back and the fastest 
qualifier of those transfer cars will 
draw an invert for the feature 
lineup’s top 20 starters 

➢ The remaining non transfer cars will 
compete in a last chance race or 
races (depending on car count) with 
6 total drivers transferring from the 

finishing order of the race(s) being 
added to the feature lineup 

➢ Subject to change if car count is low 
enough for all to make the feature 

 
Feature Payout (50 Laps) 
 1st - $5000  11th - $550 
 2nd - $2500  12th - $520 
 3rd - $1750  13th - $500 
 4th - $1500  14th - $475 
 5th - $1000  15h - $450 
 6th - $900  16th - $425 
 7th - $850  17th - $400 
 8th - $800  18th - $375 
 9th - $750  19th - $350 
 10th - $700  20th - $325 
 The remaining feature starters 
 will each receive $300 
 
$250 for the fastest Florida qualifier 
courtesy Nature Coast Towing 
 
$250 for the fastest non-Florida qualifier 
courtesy Nature Coast Towing 
 
$250 Hard Luck Award (most feature 
positions lost from starting spot to finish) 
courtesy Race 8 (Hawk) 
 
Last Chance Race Payout (Laps TBA) 
 Each driver who competes and 
 does NOT transfer to the feature 
 will receive $250 
 
Payouts will come from the Indianapolis 
Speedrome (at Citrus County that night), 
so we will need a W-9 from drivers/teams 
to receive prize money 
 


